The advection of passive tracers in a system of 4 identical point vortices is studied when the motion of the vortices is chaotic. The phenomenon of vortex-pairing has been observed and statistics of the pairing time is computed. The distribution exhibits a power-law tail with exponent ∼ 3.6, implyingf initeaveragepairingtime.T racermotionisstudiedf orachoseninitialconditiono vortexdistanceandstickinesstothesecoresisobserved.W einvestigatetheoriginof stickinesswhichwelinktothephenomenonof vortexdistancerasr 6 .N ooutwardorinwarddif f usionof tracersareobserved.T hisinvestigationallowstheseparationof theacce theregionwithinthecores, thereunionof theperipheryof allcores, theregionwherevortexmotionisrestrictedandf inallythef ar f ieldregion.W especulatethatthestickinesstothecoresinducedbyvortex−pairingsinf luencesthelong−timebehaviorof tracers Introduction The understanding of the motion of a passive tracer evolving in an unsteady incompressible flow is fundamental due to its numerous applications in various fields of research. They range from pure mathematical interest to geophysical flows or chemical physics. The underlying problem is related to the Lagrangian representation of the fluid evolution. This approach uncovered the phenomenon of chaotic advection Aref84-Crisanti92, which refers to the chaotic nature of Lagrangian trajectories in a non chaotic velocity field and hence reflects a non-intuitive interplay between the Eulerian and Lagrangian perspective. The ongoing interest in geophysical flows sustains interest in two-dimensional models provenzale99-Meleshko93. In case of an incompressible flow, the tracer's motion can be described by a non-autonomous Hamiltonian. Another peculiarity of two-dimensional turbulent flows is the presence of the inverse energy cascade, which results in the emergence of coherent vortices, dominating the flow dynamics Benzi86-Carnevale91. In order to tackle these problems, point vortices have been used with some success to approximate the dynamics of finite-sized vortices Zabusky82-VFuentes96, as for instance in punctuated Hamiltonian models Carnevale91,Benzi92,Weiss99. Recent work shows that high-dimensional point vortex systems have both the features of extremely high-dimensional as well as low-dimensional systems Weiss98; moreover, the merging processes observed in decaying two-dimensional turbulence have been shown to result from the interaction of a few number of close vortices Zabusky96 and make the understanding of low dimensional vortex dynamics an essential ingredient of the whole picture Aref99,Sire2000.
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Another aspect of the problem is related to transport properties, which for various observations and models exhibit anomalous features. These anomalous properties are linked to Levy-type processes and their generalizations Chernikov90-Kovalyov2000. These properties are often related to the presence of coherent structures, which can be identified from a Lagrangian perspective by the means of an analytic criterionHaller2000. In previous work, the advection in systems of three point vortices evolving on the plane has been extensively investigated KZ98-LKZpreprint. Three point-vortex systems on the plane have the advantage of being an integrable system and often generate periodic flows (in co-rotating reference frame)Aref79-Tavantzis88. This last property allows the use of Poincaré maps to investigate the phase space of passive tracers whose motion belongs to the class of Hamiltonian systems of 1-1/2 degree of freedom. A welldefined stochastic sea filled with various islands of regular motion is observed and among these are special islands also known as "vortex cores" surrounding each of the three vortices. Transport in these systems is found to be anomalous, and the exponent characterizing the second moment exhibit a universal value close to 3/2, in agreement with an analysis involving fractional kinetics LKZpreprint. In this light, the origin of the anomalous properties and its multi-fractal nature is clearly linked to the existence of islands within the stochastic sea and the phenomenon of stickiness observed around them KZ2000,LKZpreprint. Nevertheless the inherent periodic nature of the motion of three vortices may be thought as artificial when considering systems with more degree of freedom and therefore universal long time behavior of transport properties may be considered as particular to these low-dimensional periodic systems.
The motion of N point vortices on the plane is generically chaotic for N≥ 4N ovikov78−Ziglin80.However, asystemof f o vortexsystemsandisinthissenseamorerealisticmodelizationof observedlowdimensionalbehavior.T hechaotizationof theund LKZpreprint; thenatureandrelevanceof thechangesisalthoughunknown.Aprecisestudyof thesequestionsisrequiredandthea
In this paper we investigate numerically the motion of a passive tracer in the field generated by four identical point vortices on the plane. This study follows previous work found in Ref. Babiano94 and Boatto99. In Ref. Babiano94, a first physical picture was given and the persistence of vortex cores where tracers are trapped was clearly stated, while in Ref. Boatto99 a rich extensive study is presented and emphasis is made on the quasi-regular motion of tracers in the region far from the vortices. We note that in both of these papers, the characterization of "regular" trajectories is defined by the means of vanishing Lyapunov exponents. For instance, when a tracer is trapped within cores, despite the core's chaotic motion, two nearby initial conditions do not diverge exponentially. The goal of the present work is to identify the different structures and different mechanisms which may influence the transport properties of passive particles. Since parameter space is quite large, the philosophy is essentially descriptive, and tracers motion are studied for one arbitrary chosen initial condition of the vortex system. As the far field region has been investigated Boatto99, we focus on the motion near or inside the cores, which we believe should be generic even for many vortex systems. We will come to the issue of transport properties and finite-time Lyapunov exponents in a forthcoming publication.
In Sec. section2, we describe briefly the motion of four vortices. We present a Poincaré section of the vortex system, which provides a good test to our numerical integration and allows to characterize easily the chaotic or non chaotic nature of the motion. A new section capturing all equivalent physical realizations of the flow is introduced. This section shows the existence of non-uniformity in the phase space, which is linked to the permutation of vortices and is related to the observation of vortex-pairing. Statistics on pairing times are computed and exhibit power-law tails, implying finite average pairing time. In Sec. section3 the motion of tracers is studied, the presence of cores is confirmed and stickiness to the vortex cores is observed. The influence of vortex pairing is studied, which proves to be a good trapping (untrapping) mechanism of tracers around the cores. Pairing of vortices allows a special behavior of tracers jumping from one core to another core, which opens the possibility in many vortex systems of special transport features resulting from jumps between cores. The motion within the core is studied, dependence of fluctuations as a function from the distance to the vortex are computed, and no typical diffusion behavior is found.
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